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Large Stainless Steel Track

CGI-345P

 MODEL A B C H S
 TRACK BOTTOM ID TOP WIDTH OPENING SLOT HEIGHT THICKNESS
  Inch mm Inch mm Inch mm Inch mm Inch mm
 CGI-345P 2 ⁹/₁₆ 66.5 4 100 1 ⁵/₁₆ 33 3½ 89 ³/₁₆ 5

CGI-345P Track for use with CGI-350.5P Carriage

Stainless steel track lengths available in 3M and 6M
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B = 4" (100mm)

A = 2 ⁹/₁₆" (66.5mm)

C = 1 ⁵/₁₆" 
(33mm)

S = ³/₁₆" 
(5mm)



The track can be attached to the gate by welding or mechanically fastening. 

You can attach the wood frame to the galv. steel track in a few different ways:

1)  Bolt/screw on the gate frame - drill up and thru the top of the cantilever track and bolt the frame to the track.  Caution - use 
counter sinking bolts/screws so that nothing protrudes into the track cavity or carriage wheels will get stuck and the gate will not 
slide.

2)  Weld small steel tabs (2" x 3" or similar size) with bolt holes along both edges of the track (like alligator skin).  Bolt thru these into 
the gate frame.

3)  Bolt a length of steel flat bar (or 2x steel L-angle iron) along the bottom length of the gate frame, then weld this flat bar to the top 
of the cantilever track.  For added bond, use epoxy along the length of the flat bar.

Stainless Steel track shown

Aluminum track shown


